The AP Language and Composition exam has two sections: a multiple-choice section with 45 questions, and a free-response section with three essay questions—one synthesis prompt, one analysis prompt, and one argument prompt. But not all AP Lang practice tests are like the real exam, and they aren't all of equal quality. Unfortunately, the College Board doesn't appear to have released any official complete AP English Language and Composition practice exams, so I have nothing to link to here. However, you can probably find at least one entire past exam by Googling "AP Language complete released exam" or similar variations on that. Make sure any AP Language and Composition released exams you get this way have answer keys, though!

Cracking the AP English Language and Composition Exam 2020: Premium Edition. Princeton Review. 5.0 out of 5 stars 1. I am an AP Literature teacher and I can guarantee you that this book will NOT help your students prepare for the new updated 2020 exam. Not only are all of the mentioned scoring scales incorrect (old version essay scoring 0-9 VS new version 0-6), but even the type of scoring is incorrect (old version= holistic scoring, which is more subjective and interpretational VS new version= analytic, which is based on "did" or "didn't do" scenarios). They also do NOT explain the changes in how the multiple choice questions are phrased, or how their focus has changed. Not knowing t

The Princeton Review. Using this book to improve your AP score -- About the AP English language and composition exam -- Test-taking strategies for the AP English language and composition exam -- Terms and modes review for the AP English language and composition exam. Words and their use; Rhetorical fallacies; Basic rhetorical modes; Complex rhetorical modes -- Practice tests. Previous edition: 2014, published in 2013. Princeton Review (EN). EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO SCORE A PERFECT 5. Equip yourself to ace the AP English Language & Composition Exam with The Princeton Review's comprehensive study guide including thorough content reviews, targeted strategies for every question type, and 2 full-length practice tests with complete answer explanations. We don't have to tell you how tough it can be to prepare for the AP English Language & Composition Exam or how important a stellar score on the test can be for your college applications. Written by Princeton Review experts who know their way around an Only RUB 220.84/month. Cracking the AP English Literature and Composition Exam 2020 Edition Glossary. STUDY. Flashcards. This is pretentious, exaggeratedly learned language; can apply to when one tries to be eloquent by using the largest, most uncommon words. burlesque. Broad parody, one that takes a style or form and exaggerates it into ridiculousness. This is a word or phrase used in everyday conversational English that isn't a part of accepted "schoolbook" English. complex (dense). two terms carrying the similar meaning of suggesting that there is more than one possibility in the meaning of words (image, idea, opposition); there are subtleties and variations; there are multiple layers of interpretation; the meaning is both explicit and implicit.